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Abstract
This short paper is another way to say that one can attack the Cohen-Macaulay-ness conjecture in
the geometry of quiver variety using homological algebra.
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1 Introduction
We fix an algebraically closed field k. A quiver Q is a quadruple Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t), where Q0 is a finite
set of vertices, Q1 is a finite set of arrows, and s, t : Q1 → Q0 are two applications assigning to each
arrow α ∈ Q1 its source s(α) ∈ Q0 and target t(α) ∈ Q0. Q is a Dynkin quiver if its underlying graph Q
is one of the following:
An
Dn
E6
E7
E8
when Q is connected without cycles, we say that Q is a tree quiver. Clearly, a Dynkin quiver is a tree
quiver.
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A representation of Q is a couple M = ((Vi)i∈Q0 , (fα)α∈Q1) of k−vector spaces and linear applica-
tions such that for any couple of point (i, α) ∈ Q0 × Q1 we associates a k−vector space Vi and a linear
application fα.
Fix a dimension vector d = (di)i∈Q0 , and denote by rep(Q,d) the k−vector space
∏
α∈Q1
Homk(k
s(α), kt(α)),
this is a topological space under Zariski topology, we will always denoted by Al, where l =
∑
α∈Q1
ds(α)dt(α),
thus any representation of Q is a point of Al.
The algebraic group
∏
i∈Q0
Gldi(k) acts on A
l by conjugation, this mean that for any (gi)i∈Q0 ∈∏
i∈Q0
Gldi(k) and (fα)α∈Q1 ∈ A
l,(gi)i∈Q0 . (fα)α∈Q1 = (gs(α)fαg
−1
t(α))α∈Q1 ∈ A
l . Let OM be the
orbit of the representation M and OM its closure, it’s very interesting to study the elements which lie on
the boundary of OM (degeneration), and the geometric properties such as regularity, normality, Cohen-
Macaulayness, Gorensteinness... somehow this help to understand the category of finite-dimensional
modules over the path algebra kQ, especially the classification problem of representations. Let k[OM ]
be the coordinate ring of the variety OM , this is isomorphic to the affine k−algebra k[rep(Q,d)]/I(OM ),
where k[rep(Q, d)] is the polynomial algebra k[xαi,j , α ∈ Q1, 1 ≤ i ≤ t(α), 1 ≤ j ≤ s(α)] and I(OM ) is the
ideal of vanishing polynomials on OM . A fundamental question arises: what is the projective dimension
of the k[rep(Q,d)]-module k[OM ]? Hilbert’s syzygy theorem [5,6] ensures that the projective dimension
of the k[rep(Q,d)]-module k[OM ] is finite, this mean that there exist a k[rep(Q,d)]-free resolution
0→ Fp → · · · → F1 → F0 → k[OM ]→ 0
where F0, F1, ..., Fp are finitely generated free k[rep(Q,d)]-modules. Sometimes the projective dimension
of the coordinate ring k[OM ] (as k[rep(Q,d)]-module) can tell us something on the ideal of the variety
OM , see for example Hilbert-Burch theorem, more precisely if pdk[OM ] = 2, then I(OM ) = aIt(A) where
a ∈ k[rep(Q,d)] and It(A) is the ideal generated by the t×t subdeterminants of the matrix A with entries
in k[rep(Q,d)], therefore we know exactly what are the equations that define the variety OM ( see [5,6]
for more details). it has been proven that when Q is of type An or Dn the orbit closures are normal
and Cohen-Macaulay with rational singularities ( see [1,2,3]), unfortunately for the quivers E, E and
E the answer is unknown. In this paper, we will restrict our consideration to the Cohen-Macaulayness
case. According to the theorem below (theorem 3), it seems that there is a strong connection of this
last property and the projective dimension of the k[rep(Q,d)]-module k[OM ]. We believe that this
connection can help to solve the Cohen-Macaulay problem for the quivers E6,E7 and E8, however finding
this invariant is not an easy task at all, see [6].
2 Basic Concepts
In this section, we recall some background of representation theory and algebraic geometry. To gain a
deeper understanding we refer the reader to [4, 5, 6, 7].
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) be a finite quiver.
Q is said to be finite if Q0 and Q1 are finite sets, and connected if the underlying graph Q of Q is a con-
nected graph. Consider two representations M = ((Mi)i∈Q0 , (fα)α∈Q1) and N = ((Ni)i∈Q0 , (gα)α∈Q1)
of Q, a morphism (hi)i∈Q0 : M → N of representations is given by a family of linear applications
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hi :Mi → Ni such that for each arrow α : i→ j the diagram
Mi Mj
Ni Nj
fα
hi hj
gα
commutes, i.e., hjfα = gαhi, when fi is invertible for every i ∈ Q0, then (hi)i∈Q0 is called an isomor-
phism. We denote by HomQ(M,N) the k−vector space of morphisms from M to N , and Repk(Q) the
category of all finite dimensional representations of Q. Repk(Q) is equivalent to the category kQ−mod
of right kQ−modules (kQ is the path algebra of Q).
Let M be a finite dimensional representation of Q, i.e, dimkMi <∞ for every i ∈ Q0, thus we define the
dimension vector of M as the vector d = (dimkMi)i∈Q0 ∈ N
n. Now fix a dimension vector d = (di)i∈Q0
and let rep(Q,d) be the affine space Al, where l =
∑
α∈Q1
ds(α)dt(α). This space is endowed with the
Zariski topology, whose set of closed subsets coincides with the sets of common zeros of the ideals in
k[rep(Q,d)]. An affine variety in Al is a closed subset(not necessarily irreducible), and a subset X is
called locally closed if it is open in its closure X. Every point m = (mα)α∈Q1 in rep(Q,d) define a
representation M of Q in the following way: Mi = k
di , and if α : i → j, then mα : Mi → Mj . The
algebraic group acts on rep(Q,d) by conjugation, thus there is a bijection M → OM between the set
of isomorphism classe of representations M of dimension d and the set of orbits on rep(Q,d), where
OM = {n ∈ rep(Q,d)/N ∼= M}. One can show the topological properties of orbits closure using the
algebraic aspects of their representations, namely we have:
OM is open ⇔ Ext
1
Q(M,M) = 0, where Ext
1
Q(M,M) is the self-extension group of M .
OM is closed ⇔ M is semi-simple.
We say that M degenerates to N or N is a degeneration of M and we denote by M ≤deg N , if n ∈ OM
(see [10,page 661] for more details on degeneration).
The Artin − voigt formula see [7] brings out a beautiful connection between algebraic geometry and
representation theory.
Theorem 1. [Artin-Voigt,7]
If M is a representation of dimension d, then dim(rep(Q,d))− dim(OM ) = dimkExt
1
Q(M,M).
We finish this section recalling several well known and useful tools about commutative algebra. Let
L be a finitely generated module over the polynomial algebra R = k[x1, .., xl] and p a prime ideal of
R. we define these five homological invariant: depth, Krull dimension, height, grade and the projective
dimension by :
∗ depth(m, L) = min{n : ExtnR(k, L) 6= 0}, with m = (x1, x2, .., xl),
∗ dim(L) = dim(R/ann(L)),
∗ ht(p) = sup{p0 $ p1 $ ... $ pr = p, where p0, .., pr ∈ spec(R)},
∗ grade(p) = grade(R/p,R) = min{n : ExtnR(R/p, R) 6= 0}.
∗ pd(L) = sup{n : ExtnR(L,−) 6= 0} We say that L is Cohen-Macaulay R−module if depth(m, L) =
dim(L), when L = R, this is equivalent to saying that Rp is Cohen-Macaulay for every prime ideal p of
R. An affine variety X is said to be Cohen-Macaulay if its coordinate ring k[X] is Cohen-Macaulay.
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Theorem 2. [Auslander-buchsbaum,[4,5]]
Let L be a finitely generated graded module over the polynomial algebra k[x1, .., xl]. Then, pd(L) +
depth(m, L) = dim(R).
3 Main results
Definition 3.1. Let M be a representation of some bounde quiver (Q, I), where I is a homogeneous
graded ideal.M will be called homogeneous if OM is an affine cone, that is OM contains all lines spanned
by its elements.
We denote by λM the representation with the point λm in the variety rep(Q,d).
Lemma 3.2. M is homogeneous ⇔ λM ∼= M for all λ 6= 0.
Proof. If M is homogeneous,then λm ∈ OM , thus there exist a morphism φ : k → OM such that
φ(t) = m, ∀t 6= 0 and φ(0) = λm. Using this fact, we can easily get a decreasing sequence of orbits
closures OM ⊇ OλM ⊇ Oλ2M ... ⊇ OλkM ⊇ .... Now by the noetherianity of k[rep(Q,d)] there exists N
∗
such that OλnM = Oλn+1M , but we know that orbits are constructible, therefore λ
pM ∼= λp+1M and in
particular λM ∼= M . For the converse, let ψ : k → rep(Q,d) defined by ψ(t) = tm. The inverse image
of the orbit closure of M is closed set of k and by the hypothesis, it is infinite. Thus it must be k and
ψ(0) = 0 ∈ OM
Remark 3.3. In general, one can find representations which are not homogeneous. Fix k = C and
consider the following quiver:
.
α
β
α2 = 0 and β3 = 0. Then take
Mα =


0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0


, Mβ =


0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0


one can easily prove that for λ 6= ±1, λM is not isomorphic to M . More generally we have this direct
implication : If any representation M of a quiver Q is homogeneous, then Q has no oriented cycle. This
later come from the fact that homogeneous representations are nilpotent.
Theorem 3. Let Q be a tree quiver and M a representation of Q.
OM is Cohen-Macaulay ⇔ pd(k[OM ]) = dim(Al) + dimkEndQ(M)− dimk
∏
i∈Q0
End(Mi))
Proof. Assume that OM is CM, and let 0 = M0 $ M1 $ ... $ Mr = M be a composition series of M .
Since Q is an acyclic quiver, every composition factor Mi/Mi−1 is isomorphic to some simple represen-
tation of the form Sj for j ∈ Q0. This means that M degenerates to
⊕r
i=1 Si, hence 0 ∈ OM .
Let α : 1 → 2 be an arrow in ∈ Q1. Put φ1 = IdM1 and φ2 = λIdM2 , now if β : d → c, we take
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φd = λ
rIdMd if φc = λ
r+1IdMc or φc = λ
rIdMc if φd = λ
r+1IdMd . Thus, the diagram below
Ma Mb
Ma Mb
fα
φa φb
λfα
commutes for every arrow : a → b. Therefore, the representations M and λM lie in the same orbit,i.e.,
OM = OλM . Note that we have proved that OM is an affine cone, thus the ideal I(OM ) is graded.
By Auslander-Buchsbaum and Artin-Voigt formulas, we have the equality pd(k[OM ]) = dim(k[rep(Q,d)])−
depth(m, k[OM ]) = dimkExt
1
Q(M,M)+dim(k[OM ])−depth(m, k[OM ]), this can be written pd(k[OM ])−
dimkExt
1
Q(M,M) = dim(k[OM ]) − depth(m, k[OM ]).
Now by the Cohen-Macaulayness of the orbits closure, the projective dimension of k[OM ] is exactly the
dimension of the space Ext1Q(M,M). Finally using Ringel
′s canonical exact sequence [8] :
0 // EndQ(M) //
∏
i∈Q0
Endk(Mi) // rep(Q,d) // Ext
1
Q(M,M) // 0
We obtain the desired result, pd(k[OM ]) = dim(Al) + dimkEndQ(M)− dimk
∏
i∈Q0
Endk(Mi).
Conversely. pd(k[OM ]) = dim(Al) + dimkEndQ(M) − dimk
∏
i∈Q0
Endk(Mi) = dimkExt
1
Q(M,M) =
dim(k[rep(Q,d)]) − dimOM = ht(I(OM )) = grade(I(OM )). Hence, I(OM ) is a perfect ideal, and by
exercice 19.9 in [5], the variety OM is CM.
Corollary 3.4. Let Q be a tree quiver and M a representation of Q.
Assume that OM is CM. Then,
1− pd(k[OM ]) = min{pd(k[ON ]),M ≤deg N}
2− OM is closed ⇔ pd(k[OM ]) = pd(k[ON ]) for every n ∈ OM
Proof. If OM is CM then by the previous theorem pd(k[OM ]) = dimkExt
1
Q(M,M) ≤ dimkExt
1
Q(N,N) =
grade(I(OM )) = min{n : Ext
n
R(k[OM ], k[rep(Q,d)]) 6= 0} ≤ pd(k[ON ]).
If OM is closed, then its boundary is empty, thus every degeneration of M has a closed orbit witch equal
to OM .
If pd(k[OM ]) = pd(k[ON ]) for every n ∈ OM , then OM=ON . We know that orbits are locally closed,
thus M is isomorphic to N .
Corollary 3.5. Let Q be a quiver of type An or Dn.
Then, pd(k[OM ]) = dim(Al) + dimkEndQ(M)− dimk
∏
i∈Q0
Endk(Mi).
Proof. by [1,2,3] orbits closure are CM in An and Dn.
Remark 3.6. There exist a quiver Q and a representation M such that the projective dimension formula
does not hold. In fact, we can take
Q : 1 2
α
β
and m is the point (Mα,Mβ) in rep(Q,d = (3, 3)) with:
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Mα =


0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0


, Mβ =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


See [9].
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